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Abstract 

 
The aim of the SCAR project is to use the CATHARE French thermal-hydraulic accident code in 

the SIPA simulator (Post-Accident Simulator) and extend SIPA to reactor cold shutdown states. The 
quest for real-time has been one of the key themes of the project since it began in 1997. The required 
CPU time depends on the computing power and on the ability of CATHARE to converge as fast as 
possible on the solution. Three main tasks have been scheduled to contain the lag between the 
simulation and the real-time: 

 
Parallelism in CATHARE has been developed with shared-memory model (using OPEN MP). 

Standardized and adapted to the numerical method and the structure of CATHARE, it has enabled 
parallel tasks in 95% of the code with efficient parallel loops on the elements, and an optimized but 
limited parallelism in the solver. Validation has been carried out all along the task, ensuring the binary 
identity of results for 10 representative accident transients, whatever the number of processors used on 
each computer of the SCAR project. 

 
Convergence has been improved for 20 CATHARE transients, ranging from the 100% full 

power state to cold-shutdown for maintenance state. A method based on the definition of maximum 
lag criteria in function of an estimated power of computers has been developed, revealing coding 
errors and leading to numerical improvements without any regression of physical law validation. A 
second phase has started in 2003 on another series of 25 transients within the simulator. 

 
A techno-watch policy (using benchmarking) has allowed to keep up to date with progress in 

computer power throughout the duration of the project. It has consisted in comparing the performance 
of computers for 12 standard CATHARE input decks using an elementary time relevant of the 
computing machines for a given modeling of plant series. Furthermore, development validation and 
performance assessment tools have been developed at the same time. 

 
As a result of these three tasks, CATHARE is now run in parallel inside the simulator, modeling 

the primary, secondary, and Residual Heat Removal Systems, the presence of three non-condensable 
gases, as well as boron, iodine-131, and nitrogen-16 transport. With the present computers, real time is 
effective for operating and small breaks transients, but larger breaks and cold-shutdown state transient 
still remain handicapped by too many iterations. The progress in computer power would indicate that 
the hypothesis of an elementary time of 10 µs, adopted in 1997, would soon be confirmed. 
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Introduction 
 
In order to perform safety analysis on nuclear PWR reactors under nominal conditions or 

accidental transients, when biphasic flows may happen in the primary and secondary circuits of the 
reactor, EDF, IRSN and FRAMATOME and CEA have developed, since the beginning of the 80’s a 
dedicated tool, validated for such particular conditions: the CATHARE thermal-hydraulic accident 
code [1]. 

 
By the beginning of the 90’s, the need for an interactive real-time post accident simulator resulted 

in the development of SIPA [2] simulators for training and engineering studies[3] . They were based 
on an optimized and simplified version of CATHARE called CATHARE-SIMU. 

 
Since, the CATHARE code used in safety analysis studies has been improved, taking advantage 

of ten years of validation over a large set of experiments. The objective of the SCAR project 
(Simulator CAthare Release) is to base the post accident real-time simulator on the recent CATHARE 
release [4]. 

 
 

The main characteristics of the CATHARE code  
 
CATHARE is used by French and foreign industry and safety organizations to model the thermal 

hydraulic part of the reactor during operating transients or accidental transients. It is based on a two-
phase flow 6-equation model with a fully implicit Newton Raphson solving method and a modular 
computer structure. 

 
Written in FORTRAN 77, it has a modular structure, which means that the reactor is modeled 

using a set of hydraulic elements, let say modules, connected to each other via junctions. The 
hydraulic modules may be of 0D-type (modeling capacities like pressurizers, accumulators), 1D-type 
(axial modeling of pipes) and 3D-type (three dimensional model). Sub-modules representing actuators 
(VALVES), pumps, or breaks may also be connected to them. Two other module types may be 
necessary to impose the external boundary conditions of the circuits: the BCONDIT-type (external 
boundary condition used to impose pressure at the outlet or flow-rates and temperatures at the inlet) 
and the RUPTURE-type (particular break representing a total rupture of a pipe) 

 
CATHARE uses a first order space and time discretization with a time-fully-implicit scheme and 

an upwind convective scheme, except for the 3D-module that uses a semi implicit scheme with 
explicit donor cell values for mass and energy balance equations. At each time step, the set of 
equations written by every module is made of mass, energy and momentum balance equations for the 
liquid phase and for the gas mixture phase, which is composed of vapour and up to 4 non condensable 
gases. It is solved by an iterative NEWTON RAPHSON process on the main variables, i.e. a single 
pressure, the liquid and gas enthalpies, the void fraction, the liquid and gas phase velocities and the 
non condensable gas mass fractions, until the increments of these variables are small enough to ensure 
the mass-, energy- and momentum- balances. At the end of each time step, the transport, dissolution, 
evaporation and crystallization of up to 12 bodies of radioactive and chemical types are also solved. 

 
Its modeling capabilities [6] are assessed on a wide collection of computation-to-experiment 

comparisons for a set of constitutive physical relationships identified as the code revision, the current 
one being the number 6.1. 
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The SCAR project (Simulator CAthare Release) 
 
The actual version of SIPA is based on an optimized but simplified and older release of the 

CATHARE code (CATHARE 1), known as CATHARE-SIMU, to model the reactor vessel, the 
primary and the secondary circuits. All the other systems of the reactor, such as the Residual Heat 
Removal System, or the core neutronics are modeled by some 80 executables. 

 
In order to extend the accuracy and reliability of the results as well as the field of applications of 

the simulator, the aim of the SCAR project [5] is to replace CATHARE-SIMU by the latest release of 
CATHARE (i.e. CATHARE 2 V2.5 by January 2004), the safety analysis code, without any change in 
physical relationships, and using the modeling capabilities of CATHARE input decks. Therefore the 
SCAR project has scheduled three main tasks of development:  

 
- The first task has consisted in replacing CATHARE-SIMU by CATHARE. Consequently, 

CATHARE and the 80 executables of SIPA had to be modified and adapted to each other 
to be able to model the various systems of the reactor and to standardize the interface 
between the codes. 

 
- The second task has been necessary to keep the computation time consistent with the 

training and studying objectives of SIPA, that would otherwise have increased with the 
improvement of the modeling capabilities. This paper explains how this has been 
performed. 

 
- The third task has corresponded to CATHARE developments, which have been necessary 

to extend the simulation field, for instance by modeling the RHRS circuit and being able 
to simulate the effects of loosing the RHRS under cold shutdown state for maintenance 
when the vessel is partially or fully open. 

 
The produce of the SCAR project is being validated on a set of 40 transients on CP1 and N4 plant 

series, covering the quasi-complete field of possible physical states of the SIPA simulator.  
 
 

Real-time criteria and time lag measurements  
 
SIPA performs a global simulation of Tsimu seconds by multiple cycles of 100 ms. Depending on 

the simulated transient, each cycle may be performed by CATHARE in one or more time steps. 
 
The computation of the 80 auxiliary systems modeling the reactor, the graphical user interface 

management, and the data processing (around 30000 variables are exchanged with CATHARE), 
require 20ms of the available 100 ms in real-time computation. 

 
Therefore, when the elapsed CPU time required by CATHARE to simulate a 100 ms-cycle, 

CPUCAT, is longer than 80 ms, an “instantaneous time lag” TLi appears, which can be expressed as TLi 
= MAX (CPUCAT – 80 ms, 0). The “local time lag” TLl is the sum of the “instantaneous time lag” over 
5 seconds, and the “global time lag” TLg is the sum of the “instantaneous time lag” over the whole 
transient. The criteria used to define real-time execution are then defined as follows:  

 
- Local criterion: the “local time lag” TLl must be lower than 1s,  
- Global criterion: the “global time lag” TLg must be lower than 1% of Tsimu. 
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Several transients on many computers have confirmed that performing a 100 ms-cycle in Niter 
iterations and Ndt time steps on a reactor model of Ncells meshes yields an instantaneous time lag due to 
CATHARE, which can be expressed as:  
 

( )[ ]0,80 msNTNTNMaxTL cellsdtdtiteriteri −∗∗+∗=  

 
It first depends on the computer speed via Titer, the per-mesh- CPU cost of one NEWTON 

iteration (the so called elementary time) and the per-mesh- CPU cost of operations performed once in 
a time step, named Tdt. It is also linked to the numerical robustness of CATHARE, i.e. its ability to 
compute with low numbers of iterations and time-steps (respectively Niter and Ndt).  

 
Generally, Tdt is about 20 to 40 % of Titer, and Niter is about 8*NDt, so that a rather good 

approximation of the instantaneous time lag is MAX (Niter * Titer *Ncells – 80 ms, 0). 
 
Two plant series (CP1 and N4) of respectively 870 and 1000 cells have been modeled. They 

describe the reactor vessel, the primary loops, the Heat Removal system, the accumulators and their 
discharge lines, the steam generators and secondary loops up to the steam lines collector. The CP1- 
input deck takes into account 3 non-condensable gas (Nitrogen, Oxygen and Hydrogen) and transports 
boron, iodine-131, and nitrogen-16, whereas the N4-type input deck takes into account 3 non-
condensable gas and transports 12 chemical and radioactive bodies. 

 
A preliminary state of the convergence of CATHARE over 12 transients for the SCAR project 

has shown [7] that it could be possible, but ambitious, to compute 100 ms-cycles in a maximum of 8 
iterations in most transients. This would be consistent with the use of computers achieving a 
NEWTON RAPHSON iteration on an N4-plant series of 1000 meshes, in 10 ms, which corresponds to 
an elementary time Titer = 10 µµs / iteration / mesh. Instantaneous time lag is then generated by 
100ms-cycles needing more than 8 iterations to converge. It may either be the case of one 100ms-time 
step converging in more than 8 iterations, or the case of many smaller time steps whose cumulated 
number of iterations exceeds 8: for instance, twenty 5 ms-time steps converging in 4 iterations are 
responsible for 80 iterations, which costs 80 * 10 µs * 1000 meshes = 800 ms. 

 
Therefore the quest for real-time execution will operate in two directions: the improvement of the 

numerical robustness of the CATHARE code on a given computer to decrease the number of time 
steps and iterations, and the amelioration of its CPU performance for a given numerical behaviour to 
decrease the elementary time Titer. 

 
The improvement of the CPU performance of CATHARE did both include sequential 

improvements such as memory access optimizations or use of optimized BLAS for linear algebra 
computation, and developments allowing the use of parallel computers to lower the elementary times 
and so the global elapsed CPU time. The following will focus on these developments. 

 
 

Parallelism in CATHARE for simulators  
 
The goal of this work was to lower the elapsed CPU time needed by CATHARE to perform one 

100ms cycle without modification in the numerical method of structure, using a unique CATHARE 
release for both sequential and parallel runs, the response of the code being similar in sequential and 
parallel use, and independent of the number of processors. 
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Three possible sorts of parallel tasks in CATHARE  
 

The modular structure of the code makes it easier to identify zones of independent memory and 
independent computations that may then be treated simultaneously. In the numerical scheme of 
CATHARE (Figure 1), a time step is solved by means of Newton-Raphson iterations involving 4 
stages, numbered from (i) to (iv), which were instrumented so as to measure their CPU costs on an N4 
plant-series computation. Iteration consists in 3 stages (i) to (iii):  

 
 

 
Figure 1 : Numerical scheme of CATHARE 

Figure 2 :Example of elimination tree, Eli 
is the jacobian contribution of element i. 

 
Figure 3 : CPU use of each stage of the 
time step 

 

 
(i) The building of an elementary jacobian matrix for each module ELi: the mass, energy and 

momentum balance equations of each module are made independent by means of preliminary 
exchanges of information and pre- elimination of internal variables as functions of junction variables. 
This step is responsible for 65 % of the CPU time. 

 
(ii) The resolution of the global jacobian matrix made of the assembly of all the elementary 

jacobian matrixes (Eli) by a Gauss’s elimination. It is performed by an iterative algorithm that 
successively eliminates the blocks (Eli on Figure 2) of the matrix corresponding to a junction common 
to two elements (e.g.EL1 to EL2), resulting in the building of a virtual element (e.g.El12). This 
process goes on, as long as the non-eliminated junctions of this virtual element are common to at least 
one other element (e.g. El3A and EL47 yielding ELfin). The order used to eliminate the elementary 
matrixes is called an “elimination tree”. It depends on the reactor meshing and is optimized by 
CATHARE for a sequential resolution. As long as an element is not concerned by a junction it remains 
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independent. This step operates on reduced matrixes of around 2000 terms and is responsible for 8,5 % 
of the CPU time. 
 

(iii) The regeneration and convergence test of the junction and internal main variables of each 
module. This step may be achieved simultaneously on every hydraulic module. It is responsible for 
14,5 % of the CPU time. 

 
(iv) At the end of the time step, the radioactive and chemical bodies are computed with the 

converged values of the thermo-hydraulic variables (mainly, the temperatures and flow-rates). In a 
sequential run with 12 bodies, this step is responsible for 10,2 % of the CPU time, involving three sub-
steps: each module writes the mass balance equations of the transported bodies (iv-1), building the 12 
corresponding elementary jacobian matrixes. This may be done simultaneously by every element. 
Then for each of the 12 bodies, the global linear system is assembled and solved (iv-2). The solution 
values for the transported bodies are computed by each element (iv-3). 
 

Three possible sorts of parallel tasks are compatible with this scheme and with the data repartition 
to speed up the elementary time of parallel computations with respect to that of a sequential 
computation: 
 

The first one appears for the steps of thermo-hydraulic system building (i), variable regeneration 
(iii), and radioactive and chemical bodies mass balance equation (iv-1): each hydraulic module, of 4 to 
50 cells (and its sub-modules and walls), writes in an independent way the 2 fluid model equations, the 
associated source terms and the physical properties of the fluid. It also performs some proper Gauss 
eliminations on matrix of 600 to 2500 terms. So the hydraulic modules can be gathered in groups, each 
group being computed by one processor. 
 

The second one is related to the resolution of the global linear system. Instead of the sequential 
elimination described above, independent groups of elements can simultaneously eliminate the 
junctions involved in each group in different colors on Figure 2. Each group results in the building of a 
virtual element (e.g.El3A and EL47). All of them still involving common junctions can be grouped 
and eliminated again, and so on until there only remains one final reduced system that can be solved. 
Hence, the treatment of parallel independent eliminations is possible. Yet, the number of parallel tasks 
is limited by the reactor modeling, the risks of access memory conflicts and the load balancing over 
the set of available processors. Optimized elimination trees have been established for CP1 and N4 
plant series for particular sets of processors (4 and 6) constituting a “user library” that has been used 
for every parallel computation since. 

 
The third one deals with the possible parallel resolution of all the radioactive and chemical 

bodies, which are completely independent of each other. Each resolution is performed in a sequential 
manner, following the “binary resolution tree” used in step (ii). 

 
 

Speed up with the OPEN MP extension 
 
Preliminary studies were carried out at the beginning of the SCAR project to evaluate different 

ways of making parallel tasks in CATHARE, using message passing (PVM) or compiler directives 
(OPEN MP). Provided that the SCAR project does not aim at using distributed memory computers, the 
OPEN MP norm was the most suitable way to satisfy the constraints of the SCAR project. In 
particular, large modifications of the code structure to optimize memory access and communications 
between elements on distributed memory computers were not consistent with the functionalities under 
development and validation at the time when the parallelism of the code was developed. Furthermore, 
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the preliminary studies showed that the numerical method had not to be modified, and that the OPEN-
MP compiler directives made it possible to perform parallel tasks in 95 % of the code. 
 

Finally, the solution first consisted in specifying which COMMON should be PRIVATE and 
which COMMON should be SHARED: those containing information used to access to the variables of 
a module have been declared as PRIVATE, whereas all the others were defined SHARED.  

 
Then the OPEN MP parallel loops of steps (i), (iii) and (iv-1) were defined. These steps account 

for more than 75 % of the CPU time of a CATHARE sequential run, but are easily run in parallel 
thanks to the modular structure of CATHARE. The repartition of the hydraulic modules onto the 
different processors is first roughly done during the initial state computation. CATHARE measures the 
CPU time required in step (i) for each element and is then able, in a transient computation, to perform 
a load balancing to optimize the repartition of the hydraulic modules over the available processors. 
This was all the more possible that the CPU load of each hydraulic module appeared not to be 
dependant [7] on the transient nor on the initial state used to measure, as for the elementary time. The 
corresponding speed up of these 3 steps varies from 7 (iii) to 11(i) on 12 processors for an N4 plant 
series, as shown on Figure 4. They are a little lower for CP1 because there are less modules in the 
circuit, hence a worse load balancing. 

 
  

Figure 4 : Speed up measured on 12 processors for 
each stage of a time step 

Figure 5 : load of each step on an N4-plant-
series input deck for 1 and 12 processors. 

 

The implementation of parallel loops and sections in the resolution part has needed particular 
care, as it was the step of lower possible speed up. The final solution consisted in imposing the 
“elimination tree” for a given reactor, and to optimize the parallel loops and sections involved to better 
balance the CPU load during the resolution and to ensure an efficient access to data. Yet, on more than 
6 to 8 processors for a CP1 plant-series input deck (12 for N4), the speed up remains constant or even 
decreases because there are too many processors when compared to the independent loops and 
sections that can be built during these phases. It of course depends on the cash of the computer. 

 
As far as the radioactive and chemical bodies are concerned, the resolutions of the linear systems 

were treated simultaneously, the elimination of each body being performed in a sequential way. This 
needed some memory re-organization but yielded a good speed up. For CP1, it is lower than for N4 
because there are only 3 bodies instead of 12. 
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The global speed up of the elementary time has even reached 7.4 and 7.3 for N4 and CP1 on a 
recent 12 processor workstation (1.3 GHz), with no degradation of the sequential elementary time, 
which ensures that the global elapsed time really decreases with parallelism. Figure 5 shows that the 
speed up values are limited by the important part of the “miscellaneous” operations that cover 
information exchanges and preliminary computations in a time step, and by the limited improvement 
of the resolution step (ii).  

 
The error treatment of the code required minor adaptations to the parallel use, whereas the 

informative messages sent by CATHARE were either suppressed or protected by critical sections to 
prevent the system from crashing when many output requests occurred simultaneously. 

 
 

Validation 
 
First, a set of 3 initial state computations and 12 transient computations covering the standard 

range of simulation were run to prove that similar CATHARE results between 1 and 12 processors 
could be obtained: the scenarios of each tests kept the same in sequential run and in multi processor 
parallel runs. The binary identity of the result files were obtained for every transient from 1 to 12 
processors provided CATHARE uses the same “elimination tree” for the resolution step. Each time 
this binary identity was not observed, it revealed an error in the code, either in the data management 
(choice of private or shared COMMON for instance), or in the order of parallel operations. 

 
Subsequently, these transients have been computed all along the project so that the binary identity 

between parallel runs on different number of processors would be ensured whatever the evolution of 
the code would be. This method also permitted that the speed up obtained on a given computer would 
not be spoiled by other developments. 

 

Eventually, the same set of transients has regularly been run on project computers that have changed 
over time, and on machines being tested by manufacturers using multiple numbers of processors. This has 
ensured a constant portability of the code and has shown the evolution of CATHARE performance with 
the progress in computer powers ( 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6).  
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Figure 6 : Evolution of the elementary times of CATHARE on 1,4,8,12- processor computers  
at different dates along the project.  

 
As the number of iterations and time steps may vary from one computer to another (optimization 

effects for instance) and from one development release of CATHARE to another (because of 
correction of errors for example), the comparison is based on the elementary times. 
 

The goal of an elementary time of 10 µs/iteration/cell should soon be reached: by the beginning 
of this year, 14 µs/it/mesh have been reached on 12 processors and 18 µs/it/mesh on 8 processors. 

 
 

Numerical behaviour improvement of CATHARE  
 
In this part, the quest for real-time simulation consisted in tracking the 100 ms –cycles needing 

large number of iterations on a set of transients ranging from the 100% full power state to cold-
shutdown for maintenance state, which are likely to be encountered in a SIPA simulation. 

 
 

Starting point 
 

This was mainly performed with the V15B release of CATHARE 2, which included the complete 
set of the developments necessary for the integration of CATHARE in SIPA. In fact, as the task has 
been carried out all along the project, intermediate releases have been used. So, non-regression tests 
have been regularly performed to make sure that the improvements of the numerical behaviour were 
not modified by more recent developments. This has been all the most important as the numerical 
behaviour is partly dependant on the physical description of the code and as a new set of physical 
constitutive laws, known as “revision 6.1”, has been integrated during the realization of this action. 

 
In order to obtain a sufficiently comprehensive set of situations liable to be encountered on a 

simulator, a set of 20 representative transients on N4-plant-series input deck were studied to improve 
the numerical behaviour of CATHARE with minor effects on the response of the code. They were 
performed outside SIPA, representing small to large Loss Of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) under 
nominal initial state (2, 4, 5 and 12 inch breaks), secondary circuit accident under nominal or 
intermediate shutdown states (partial or complete loss of secondary feed-water, large break on a steam 
line), steam generator tube ruptures ( 1, 2 or 100 tubes with steam line rupture), LOCAs on the RHRS 
under intermediate state ( 4 inch break upstream and downstream RHRS heat exchangers), LOCA 
under liquid phase cold shutdown state, loss of RHR system under cold shutdown states (the vessel 
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being partially or fully open), and operating transients (from the full nominal power to the cold 
shutdown state for maintenance). 

 
As a result, a state of the convergence of CATHARE over these 20 transients was drawn. 

Assuming an elementary time of 10 µs/iteration/mesh, transients were classified first following 
decreasing maximum local time lag values, then following decreasing global time lag values.  

 
Nevertheless, for engineering and safety analysis studies, it seemed acceptable that the activation of an 
actuator (e.g. opening of a valve) might induce a local time lag, even exceeding the criteria defined 
above, provided that the user be more interested in the final state induced by this activation than by its 
local real-time description. A statistical approach then assumed a Gauss’s distribution of the local time 
lag over each transient, so that a maximum value of the local time lag encountered in 95% of the 100 
ms cycles could be classically computed from the instantaneous time lag values. 
 

The order was then modified to take into account the more or less big importance of the transient 
for the training and engineering objectives of SCAR. Some operating and small LOCA transients 
could be suppressed from the study as they already satisfied the real-time criteria (2 iterations per 
100ms –cycle) or were judged to be redundant or of less interest. The final number of the studied tests 
was then reduced to 10, the others being used as non-regression tests 

 
 

Two-step-methodology improving the robustness 
 
In a first stage, only the 5 worse converging tests among the more representative tests of the 

simulation field were studied : an intermediate 5” break LOCA (B5P), a break on the Reactor Heat 
Removal System at 27 Bar and 170°C (RRA2), a loss of RHR systems under cold shutdown state 
(REV2 vessel partially open at 1 Bar and 50 °C), a main steam line rupture (RTV) and a Steam 
Generator Tube Rupture (RTGV1t). Each of them was then analyzed in detail, and priority was given 
to transients interrupted by small time-steps, with a very high local time lag. Then priority was given 
to time periods whose local time lag was still very important (50 s to simulate 5 s for example locally 
represents 500 iterations for a 100 ms-cycle), or whose global time lag was significant with respect to 
the simulation time (2000 s of global time lag on a 2000 s transient leads to 13 iterations per 100 ms-
cycle). When the cause of the time lag could be solved, the corresponding solution was validated from 
both numerical and physical points of view to ensure that by the end of this first phase, all the 
modifications would be valid enough to be widely used. 

 
In a second stage, the set of modifications was used to compute again the initial 10 worse-

converging-tests. It revealed that the 5 worse converging tests were those that had not been studied 
yet: two other breaks on the RHR system (RRA1 at 27 Bar and 170°C and RRA3 at 3 Bar and 60 °C), 
the loss of RHR systems in partially- and fully-open-vessel states (REV1, REV3 at 1 Bar and 25 to 50 
°C, vessel partially or fully open) and a 12” break LOCA. It also confirmed that the non-regression 
tests had the same numerical behaviour as that at the beginning of the first phase. The amelioration of 
these 5 worse converging tests yielded a second set of validated modifications, which was tested again 
on the initial 10 worse converging transients. These modifications were then validated and integrated 
in the CATHARE version and the 20 tests were finally run again. Typical time lag reductions are 
shown on Figure 7 and Figure 8 for two transients (REV2 and B5P) 
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Figure 7 :TRAINCUM_rev2 n4+beta : evolution 
of the global time lag during REV2 run (loss of RHRS 
in partially open vessel conditions) at the beginning of 
the 1st stage; TRAINCUM_rev2 n4+r3.3 : same 
transient at the end of the 2nd stage 

Figure 8 :TRAINCUM_B5P n4+beta : evolution 
of the global time lag during B5P run (5 inch small 
break LOCA) at the beginning of the 1st stage, whereas 
TRAINCUM_B5P n4+r3.3 : same transient at the end 
of the 2nd stage 

 
The progress in numerical robustness from the beginning of the first phase to the end of the 

second phase is expressed by a much better homogeneity in global and local time lag values (Figure 
9), as well as in the maximum possible local time lag value (Figure 10) over the whole batch of tests. 
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Figure 9 : Evolution of the local and global time lags along the project 
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Figure 10 : Maximum value of the local time lag likely to be encountered in 95 % of 100 ms cycles 

 
This task of the SCAR project paid particular attention to the computation of accidents 

corresponding to the extension of the simulation field. Their convergence can now be compared with 
that of more classical transients, and they no longer require using lower elementary times to be carried 
out.  
 

The ameliorations were also applied to the small (2 inch break) to intermediate (5 inch break) 
LOCAs (B2P, B4P, B5P), dividing by 10 the local time lag encountered in 95 % of the transient , and 
by 18 the global time lag (Figure 8). Larger LOCAs (12” inch break B12P) also benefited from these 
modifications, the global time lag being reduced by some 20 %. Transients due to secondary accidents 
like secondary feed-water loss (PH2, RTE) or main steam line break (RTV) were improved in a lesser 
way, but their initial state of convergence was better than many other tests. 

 
Though the time lags still exceed 1s- and 1%- criteria, significant improvements have been 

obtained: 6 tests are now close to the maximum local time lag criterion, 10 transients require less than 
10% of global time lag and for 95% of the 100ms cycles, 5 simulated seconds now require less than 15 
s for 95 % of the simulation field, when it varied from 15 to 35 s for 50 % of the transients at the 
starting point. This is not sufficient for real-time training, but it is of great interest in engineering or 
safety analysis studies. 
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This has required important error corrections and physical and numerical improvements. 
 
 
Usual causes and remedies for bad convergence 
 

Because of the huge number of 100ms cycles exceeding the 1s- and 1%- criteria, only the most 
important points were studied, generally corresponding to time step values below 5 ms, and resulting 
in cycles of at least 16 to 20 iterations. For each transient of a stage, the classification of 100 ms-
cycles, in function of the number of iterations for converging, confirmed that the most important part 
of the time lag was produced in cycles involving more than 16 iterations. Improving a transient then 
means weakening the number of 100 ms cycles converging with more than 16 iterations,as shown on 
Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 :The time lag decreases with the number of iterations involved in 100 ms cycles 

converging in more than 16 iterations  

 

For each studied problem, a restart computation by the time of the observed time lag allowed the 
use of the code debugging information to find out what variables, cells, and hydraulic module(s) 
seemed to be responsible for this bad performance. Because of the huge number of possible 
combinations between the constitutive relationships and the validity range of the main variables, an 
automatic control of the functions and of their derivatives could not be used a priory in a global way, 
but only locally, when a problem was identified. 

 
The symptoms of time lag were typical of a Newton iterative method but appeared to be different 

from one problem to the other: bad convergence of the increments was observed for one or many main 
variables (Pressure, enthalpies, void fraction, velocities, non condensable gas mass fraction), on one or 
many hydraulic modules (reactor vessel, hot legs, cold legs) or sub-module (actuators like check 
valves, TEE junction of the accumulator discharge lines or pressurizer surge line etc). It could be due 
to a slow decrease, a lack of decrease or a sudden huge increase of the main variable increments along 
the Newton process. Apparent similarities between the various symptoms were observed, without 
implying that the causes and solutions were similar. The final set of 40 quasi-independent corrections 
and modifications may be presented as follows: 
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First of all, a set of corrections obviously deals with the bad coding of right information: for 
example, a derivative was coded apart from the loop where it had to be used. 

 
Another category is about mathematical corrections: the function used in physical relationships 

was discontinuous on both sides of a test (e.g. the influence coefficients of horizontal ports of 0D sub 
modules varied from 0 to 1 when the sign of the gas velocity changed), or some derivatives were 
found to be discontinuous or absent (e.g. a missing contribution of the PUMP to the derivative of 1D-
energy equations with respect to velocities). The solutions then consisted in smoothing or modifying 
the involved constitutive law, taking care to keep the modified zones as narrow as possible with 
respect to the variation range of the variables, not to substitute a physical law with a pure 
mathematical function. 

 
An important part of the corrections were both of the numerical and physics type: for example the 

bad tendency of either source terms or their derived had to be cancelled or smoothed when some of the 
main variables reached the bounds of the physical domain of CATHARE (e.g. non condensable mass 
fraction tending to 0 or 1 during film condensation), or reached a thermodynamic equilibrium (e.g. 
liquid or gas temperature being equal to the saturation temperature). In the same way, the conditioning 
of the equations was sometimes involved (e.g. passage in conservative form of the energy equations 
improved the convergence of the gas enthalpy computation of 0D modules). 

 
In other cases, variables involved in the convergence process appeared to be badly coupled, so 

that an internal pre-resolution of the coupling equations had to be used to speed up or even simply 
allow the convergence of the global NEWTON process (e.g. the TEE sub-module). The weighting 
between implicit and explicit values of variables also stabilized (e.g. check valve position 
computation) or assured the convergence on a unique solution (e.g. void fraction determination at the 
TEE internal node). Lastly, the coupling between the liquid and gas velocities under low pressure (1 
bar) and stratified conditions has appeared to be a rather important source of troubles, which could 
sometimes be solved (e.g. pump or valve interfacial friction increase in particular cases), but also 
discarded because of a lack of comprehension to give a rigorous correction. 

 
Some physical improvements were also necessary to avoid computing non physical states: the 

sonic to subsonic transition in actuators on RHRS valves was for example modified in order to prevent 
the physical discontinuity between the two flow regimes from slowing down the convergence of the 
NEWTON process. The void fraction determination at the low TEE sub module was also changed to 
avoid sucking any gas into the RHR system under cold shutdown state when there was physically no 
vortex and a stratified flow in the hot leg of the primary circuit.  

 
Other potential ameliorations like a time step limitation to keep physical values of the void 

fraction and the non condensable gas mass fraction, or a smoothing of the upwind implicit scheme by 
an upwind partially explicit scheme, did not allow interesting gains and were eventually rejected. 

 
Bad convergence was sometimes seen to result from unrealistic management of certain actions. It 

was typically the case of the binary pressure regulation via the pressurizer after a steam generator tube 
rupture. This confirmed the importance of the use of a simulator like SIPA that provides CATHARE 
with realistic regulations and boundary conditions. 

 
Last but not least, some difficulties in convergence had their origin in the described physical 

phenomenon itself as in the case of flow regime transitions in actuators, or in the case of oscillatory 
condensation phenomena due to Safety Injection in cold legs during a large 12” break LOCA. In the 
first case, the smoothing of some correlations or the use of irreversible transitions between them 
during a time step allowed to increase the value of the time step for which convergence was obtained, 
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but it still remained lower than some 10 ms. In the second case and for other similar troubles, no 
solution has been found so far. 

 
 

Validation 
 
Modifications and corrections being of the numerical and physical types, their impact evaluation 

on the results of the code could not be validated in an automatic way. Their assessment was iterative 
and included several steps, which appeared to be efficient enough in case of relative independent 
problems. 

 
When an efficient way of solving a particular convergence problem was found, it was first 

checked on the whole corresponding transient to make sure that the problem disappeared.  
 
Then an impact study on the validation process of the constitutive relationships of the code was 

realized by the CATHARE team if this process could be concerned, i.e. a quarter of the whole 
propositions. If it was acceptable, the modification was tested over a set of representative transients, 
generally the 10 worse converging tests. 

 
Subsequently, the modifications could be integrated as any update, provided they passed the 60 

non-regression and portability tests of the CATHARE code. Corrections that were likely to have a 
wide impact on many transients were validated over the 10 worse converging tests and the assessment 
tests of CATHARE (e.g. modification of the energy equations of 0D modules or of the void fraction 
determination in TEE sub modules). 

 
The final set of corrections and modifications was used to run again the 20 transients of this 

action to avoid a possible regression in performance. Some propositions did not pass this validation 
step and were discarded. 

 
This methodology has recently been applied to the second set of 25 transients within SIPA for 

the CP1 plant series, on the same range of transient computations. The task should enable the 
improvement of problems that have not been encountered or solved so far. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 
The use of OPEN MP parallel directives has enabled a reliable speed up of CATHARE without 

massive modifications, ensuring equivalence between sequential and parallel runs and binary identity 
of multiple parallel runs, without any sequential performance degradation. This has been supported by 
an important work on the numerical robustness to lower the required number of iterations to converge 
with a controlled impact on the constitutive relationships of the code. 

 
The strict real-time simulation will be reached on operating transients and small break LOCAs if 

the expected progresses in computer power confirm the hypothesis of an elementary time of 10 
µs/iteration/mesh. Larger breaks and accident transients in the cold-shutdown state whose numerical 
behavior have been drastically improved, still remain handicapped by too many iterations for strict 
real time computation. Nevertheless, the excess of time lag observed on these transients appear to be 
compatible with safety analysis purpose. 

 
By the middle of 2004, the SCAR project will result in a new SIPA release made of the 

completely validated CATHARE 2 V25 release and some other 80 executables that have been 
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improved and adapted to the use of CATHARE. It should be able to cover a larger set of transients 
ranging from the nominal 100% state to the cold shutdown states in the presence of air, the reactor 
vessel being partially or fully open, as well as small or medium breaks on the Residual Heat Removal 
System during intermediate shutdown states. 
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